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About This Game

Play Astroflux - a retro styled, action packed MMO space shooter.

You start the game with a puny "pew-pew"-ship and start your journey to explore the huge Astroflux Universe. Team up with
other players and take down the aggressive bosses and hordes of enemies while you search for new materials and scraps to

upgrade your ship.

Astroflux sports cozy arcade graphics paired with modern awesome particle effects. And, the soundtrack is great!

Enjoy and fly safe!
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Outdated. Poor resolution and physics. Buy any other pinball game, if you want pinball. Preferably one from the past 10 years or
so.. Its like Star Wars but better. I took a chance with this one, wasn't sure what it is, exactly, I'm still not sure, but the design is
different from many other games, it's a strange world. It's a cool shooter for sure, the weapons are easy to use, no need for a
tutorial here. Search for the keys and kill what ever jump in front of you. I wanted to help the developer, that seems to be
working very hard to make the game better with every new version. Curious to try the next version.. One shouldn't expect the
game's actual soundtrack to be in this Soundtrack DLC. That's probably why it's called "Heavy Bullets EP - Soundtrack".

It by itself is okay, but it's heavily remixed compared to the music found inside the game and, as such, may not appeal
to everyone. I would've liked the exact same music-pieces as in the game with some remixing, but Doseone went a little
over the top with it. Basically, if you'd give the soundtrack a subtitle, it would be "VIP Edition" since, like most of
other artist's "VIP" Remixes, they differ sometimes fairly drastically from the base material.. Great mod for Modo,
and Modo indie, I was told it will work with Modo Full and you do not need to rebuy which is great to hear as I plan to
upgrade one day soon. I have used Modo indie for 3 years, as I OWN it.. and have over 2k hours.. I do many different
shapes and cuts, so for example if your making a circle , or arch shapes, this tool is great for such..and its NONE
destructive!!

So say you want to rescale, or move it, you can in minutes where if you made a window, or arch some where you would
have to redo a ton of work in that regard...With MOP BOOLEAN this makes it possible to do it rather fast....Well
worth the money for it....any 3D guy should be buying this ASAP, soon as I seen it I wanted it, as I like Non Destructive
work flow..as it saves time and is a lot cleaner ....MOP Boolean also makes it possible to work with lower poly models
for game assets..So if you made something in Mesh Fushion its really High Poly, and not great for games sadly....Well
you can make the same stuff with MOP Boolean, and make this possible for game developers......

I do NOT work for any one here, I'm just a huge fan after using.... Only con, which is Modo Indie issues, I did notice
some times some things not working all the time, and it seems to be an indie issues not MOP Boolean issue...Modo
Indie 11 has been a bit buggy compared to 10.2. So sometimes, things may not work as expected, I suggest to duplicate
your model so you do not lose the MOP Boolean, and use one for working on, incase you have to redo something due to
an issue from Modo indie...This is the only issue I seen.. . I also suggest if you buy to watch all the tutorials on it.....If
you go to Modo forums, there is a thread MOP Boolean and the developer there replies, really fast..... He has been a
great help there...So I suggest to post there not here, for this mod!! Enjoy .. This game is really nicely made, especially
for a five dollar title. The devs really nailed down the feel of controlling the marble. The soundtrack rips, too.. In
Vanila mode game is meh, eh, em,... it's okey i guess, little bit boring, but ok.

Defenitly advice you play in LongWar mod. On easy difficult.. Pro: Great game play, easy and relaxed, and does not
take long to learn how it all works

Con: Can get very slow at times, and even though it is primarily single player, it requires and inet connection at all
times. I'm SO done buying games from companies that don't understand the concept of offline play.. Sakura Magical
Girls is another visual novel in the Sakura series. This one is set in a modern magical fantasy setting, and is more
streamlined than most of the other entries. There's only a few choices that will lead you through some small branching
paths, but they all quickly converge and there's only one ending. Voice acting is lacking but there's an optional hentai
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patch. There's also some achievements. This is the type of novel one mainly recommends to fans of the franchise or the
genre, especially when it is discounted.
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Blocks were definitely swapped.. Fun at first, but there's nothing to keep your interest for over 80 levels: no new upgrades,
towers, enemies. The game prioritizes length over compelling content. What's in it isn't bad, but I can't picture anyone actually
playing through every level since it just becomes tedious after awhile. I got over half way through and have little interest in
completing it. Haven't played any co-op.

Consider this review neutral. Buy it on sale if you are interested.. Oh yeah I'm the MXXXRFXXXKING monkey king.. At night
it's scary and fun. However, it causes motion sickness during the day. It is recommended because the price is very cheap.. i
usually dont like puzzle games BUT i really like the quell series. i played the other ones on android, i had no idea about the zen
one or they were on steam. so i was pleasantly surprised to find this on sale yesterday!
a very calm and soothing experience. i love when my brain clicks and i find the correct solition. the difficulty curve is nice and
there are challenging secrets too, whats not to like?

tldr: it feels like playing an elaborate game of chess against yourself. Not so good, not so bad. just for killing time. Whats good
everyone, i just want everyone to know this game is ♥♥♥♥in great! So far i have logged 27 hours!!! I must admit that I am
loving this game. For a long time now I have been looking for a way to play a nice old school RPG, like the ones i grew up on,
well this game delivers 100%!!! The game's story is great! It's a nice new and fresh story line that i'm really sinking my teeth
into, and it's truly engrosing! The game mechanics are perfect, just like Final Fantasy 3, yet different in it's own subtle ways,
making a great and unique game to play. There are tons of hidden gems in this game to find as well, they can be difficult to find,
but remember all things worth while are difficult! I will be posting more reviews as I progress through the game, so for now
that's what I got for ya! I hope everyone enjoys this game as much as i do! Play on MoFo's!. I cant get this out of my library, it
is so annoying ........

is there a way to remove it from steam? I cant seem to find one.
. it lags all the time and doesn't save your configured settings! IT IS UNPLAYABLE!. Cons right off the bat:

1.) Ditchights not in correct place on the pilot (also not even attached!)
2.) When you edit the .bin file so you can turn your head all the way around in the cab, typical lazy DTG didn't even model the
longhood for the cabview!
3.) Incorrect horn, bell and prime mover sounds (Can be fixed with TheAudioShack's sound pack though)
4.) Superliner coaches are NOT complete!

Pros:

1.) Nice addition to already existing Amtrak rollingstock.
2.) Nice detail on exterior.

Overall rating: 5.5\/10
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